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Topicality of the research: Today one of important tendencies in the world is the tendency of globalization which leads to closer collaboration between multiple countries. New markets dictate all manufacturers to influence their targeted audience through any channels in general and advertising texts, that are a crucial element of mass-culture and mass communication, in particular.

Object of the thesis: to analyse the term "concept" in general, to consider concept "pleasure" in Russian and German cultures, including its' usage in advertisements and its' translation from German into Russian language.

Tasks of the thesis: to gather theoretical information on this topic; to analyse German advertising texts and to find appropriate practical examples; to systemize selected examples emphasizing typical methods, that can be used to translate advertising texts with the concept "pleasure".

Theoretical and practical significance: the collected data can be used for further researches in such fields as translation theory, linguistics conceptology and during practical studies for translators.

Results of the thesis: thesis consists of introduction, two chapters with the inferences, conclusion and bibliography.

The first chapter covers from many angles theoretical basis of the term "concept" in the modern science. Apart from that its' focus is on the concept "pleasure" in German and Russian cultures.
The second chapter covers usage if the concept "pleasure" in advertising texts, translation problems of this texts that contain this concept and ways to deal with them.

General inferences are represented in the Conclusion.